Republic of the Philippines
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Constitution Hills, Quezon City

EIGHTEENTH CONGRESS
First Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 485

Introduced by REPRESENTATIVE ERIC L. OLIVAREZ

A RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
EXPRESSING WARM FELICITATION AND BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
TO THE EXECUTIVE MINISTER OF THE IGLESIA NI CRISTO
BROTHER EDUARDO V. MANALO

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo celebrated his 64th birthday last October 31, 2019;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo was the current Executive Minister of Iglesia ni Cristo (INC) succeeding the late Ka Eraño Manalo on September 7, 2009 for the said position. Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo is the third generation of the Manalo family to lead the church;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo became Deputy Executive Minister from 1994 to 2009 of the INC;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo was the former Corporate Secretary of the INC and the overall Coordinator of the INC Christian Family Organizations and also became CEO of Christian Era Broadcasting Services Incorporated;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo was ordained as a minister on May 9, 1980 at the INC house of worship in Tondo, Manila;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo founded the Society of Communicators and Networkers (SCAN) for INC members with a common interest in radio communication;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo began and maintained a popular Bulletin Board System (BBS) where he further developed his programming skills;
WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo was recognized by Filipino Information Technology enthusiasts as one of the pioneers that brought the nation into the Internet Age;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo was entrusted with the task of registering the INC officially in Rome, Italy in 1994;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo joined the late Ka Eraño Manalo in establishing the INC’s local congregation in Jerusalem, Israel in 1996;

WHEREAS, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo likewise accompanied Ka Eraño Manalo on establishing the congregation in Athens, Greece in 1997;

WHEREAS, we extend our warmth happy birthday to Bro. Eduardo Manalo and we acknowledge him most in his vast contributions to the INC;

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing factual milieu, we the undersigned members of the House of Representatives hereby RESOLVE to express our warmth birthday greetings to the Executive Minister of the Iglesia ni Cristo, Bro. Eduardo V. Manalo;

RESOLVED finally, this resolution be formed part of the official records of the House of Representatives.

Adopted,

ERIC L. OLIVAREZ